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Abstract— While an important factor in depth perception, the
occlusion effect in 3D environments also has a detrimental impact
on tasks involving discovery, access, and spatial relation of objects
in a 3D visualization. A number of interactive techniques have
been developed in recent years to directly or indirectly deal
with this problem using a wide range of different approaches.
In this paper, we build on previous work on mapping out the
problem space of 3D occlusion by defining a taxonomy of the
design space of occlusion management techniques in an effort
to formalize a common terminology and theoretical framework
for this class of interactions. We classify a total of 50 different
techniques for occlusion management using our taxonomy and
then go on to analyze the results, deriving a set of five orthogonal
design patterns for effective reduction of 3D occlusion. We also
discuss the “gaps” in the design space, areas of the taxonomy not
yet populated with existing techniques, and use these to suggest
future research directions into occlusion management.

Index Terms— Occlusion reduction, 3D visualization, taxon-
omy, design patterns, visual cues, depth perception.

I. INTRODUCTION

HUMAN beings employ all manners of visual cues and hints
in order to correctly perceive and understand the three-

dimensional world surrounding us. Of course, these visual cues
can also work against us, fooling our perception into believing
things about our environment that are simply not true. In some
cases, this is done intentionally through various forms of optical
illusions that exploit special characteristics of our minds. A more
subtle point, however, is that we can instead choose to directly
weaken certain of these visual cues in order to help the human
to perceive and understand more of her surroundings. In some
cases, this selective weakening of visual cues, primarily occlusion,
size, and shape, can lead to dramatically increased performance
when solving specific tasks in a 3D environment. While this may
be difficult to achieve in the real world, it is a perfectly viable
approach in a virtual 3D world being visualized on a computer.

In this paper, we explore occlusion management, a concept that
is applicable to a wide range of domains ranging from general
computer graphics to computer vision and robotics. The scope
of our work is for visualization and human-computer interaction,
where occlusion management techniques modify views, objects,
and depth cues in order to increase the spatial awareness of the
human user and to facilitate special tasks, such as navigating,
searching, or understanding the 3D world.

More specifically, we present a taxonomy consisting of a small
set of dimensions describing important characteristics of these
techniques, focusing on the purpose, strength, view paradigm,
depth cues, interaction model, preserved invariances, and solution
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space of each technique. We then go on to classify 50 different
methods that have been described previously in the literature into
the taxonomy. These classifications form a body of data that we
can analyze for trends and the existence of clusters. This analysis
yields in turn five orthogonal design patterns that characterize
current work in the field. The patterns are multiple viewports, vir-
tual X-ray tools, tour planners, volumetric probes, and projection
distorters, and we describe the typical uses and characteristics of
each pattern. More importantly, the pattern identification process
also serves to pinpoint the “gaps” in the taxonomy, i.e. as-of-yet
undeveloped techniques that could potentially fulfill a useful role
in future research.

Thus, the purpose of this taxonomy is manifold: (i) to provide
a common theoretical framework and vocabulary for occlusion
management techniques for visualization, giving researchers and
practitioners alike a common ground for discussion; (ii) to
facilitate qualitative comparison, evaluation, and maybe even
benchmarking of different methods for occlusion management;
(iii) to suggest a small number of archetypes of design suitable
as starting points for implementations and prototypes; and (iv) to
inform future directions of research within occlusion management
and human perception of 3D space.

This paper is organized as follows: We begin by discussing
previous taxonomies in this area and in related areas. We then
describe the problem space of occlusion in 3D environments,
where the fact that nearby objects occlude more distant ones
work against the human perceptual system. This is followed by a
presentation of our taxonomy and its dimensions. We also present
the full classification of the 50 techniques we have studied in this
paper. We then identify and describe the five design patterns,
followed by suggestions on future research directions based on
unexplored parts of the taxonomy. We finish the paper with
some discussions on the design, limitations, and possible future
extensions of the taxonomy and our conclusions on the work.

II. RELATED WORK

As mentioned in the introduction, occlusion management is
actually an instance of a more general class of visibility problems
for computer graphics. As such, some of the aspects discussed in
this paper appear in many other contexts: computing occlusion for
accelerating real-time rendering, global illumination, or shadow
computation, as well as in computational geometry and path
planning (such as the art gallery problem). While these topics
clearly are outside the visualization scope of this paper, relevant
sources include [2], [3], [4].

No previous taxonomy exists in the literature on the class of
occlusion management interaction techniques for visualization.
More general taxonomies on 3D interaction tend to describe low-
level mechanics of manipulative tasks in a morphological fashion,
whereas our focus is on high-level aspects of perceptual tasks
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related to spatial understanding of the 3D environment and its
objects. For example, Bowman and Hodges [5] present a general
formal framework for 3D interaction in immersive virtual environ-
ments (IVEs) based around three tasks: motion control, selection,
and manipulation. Bier et al. give a taxonomy of see-through
tools [6] for a class of double-handed interaction techniques
using transparent sheets called toolglasses that partly inspired this
taxonomy. Bowman et al. [7] present a descriptive view of the
design space of information display as well as interaction for
information visualization within virtual environments.

Although unrelated to the occlusion management area defined
here, Pousman and Stasko’s taxonomy of ambient visualiza-
tion [8] inspired the method employed in this paper for presenting
the classifications and deriving the design patterns from the
classification data.

We use our taxonomy as a tool for classifying existing tech-
niques and thus validating its generality, but also as a design
space. This allows us to identify holes in the taxonomy, akin to
Card et al. [9].

Occlusion management deals mainly with 3D visualization,
where the user is interested in retrieving information from the
environment in order to solve some specific task. The concept
of information-rich virtual environments (IRVEs), defined by
Bowman et al. [7], is of particular interest in this context, because
it describes a framework for combining information visualization
with 3D virtual environments. Many of the techniques classified
in this paper can be applied to managing the challenges [10]
presented in their work.

III. PROBLEM SPACE

The occlusion problem space in 3D environments is defined
by the intrinsic properties of the environment, their interaction
with human cognition, the visual tasks involved, and the ensuing
effects caused by the occlusion. When an observer navigates in an
environment used for 3D visualization, the environment itself and
its geometrical properties causes occlusion of objects. If important
target objects are hidden from view, correctness and productivity
will suffer.

A. Model

We represent the 3D world U by a Cartesian space (x, y, z) ∈
R3. Objects in the set O are volumes within U (i.e. subsets of
U ) represented by boundary surfaces (typically triangles). The
user’s viewpoint v = (M, P ) is represented by a view matrix
M that includes the position and orientation of the user, as well
as a projection matrix P that includes view parameters such as
viewport dimensions, focal length, far and near clipping plane,
etc.

A line segment r is blocked by an object o if it intersects any
part of o. An object o is said to be occluded from a viewpoint v

if there exists no line segment r between v and o such that r is
not blocked. Analogously, an object o is said to be visible from a
viewpoint v if there exists a line segment r between v and o such
that r is not blocked. An object o is said to be partially occluded
from viewpoint v if o is visible, but there exists a line segment r

between v and o such that r is blocked.
An object can be flagged either as a target, an information-

carrying entity, or a distractor, an object with no intrinsic infor-
mation value. Importance flags can be dynamically changed. Oc-
cluded distractors pose no threat to any analysis tasks performed

in the environment, whereas partially or fully occluded targets do,
potentially causing decreased performance and correctness.
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Fig. 1. Basic model for 3D occlusion. Target objects are flagged with “T”
and distractors with “D”.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of this basic model. Here we see
three objects A, B, and C, the first of which is a distractor and
the other two targets. The shaded area represents areas that are
invisible to the user from the current view. We can easily that A

is fully visible (but is a distractor), B is partially occluded, and
C is occluded.

A set of viewpoints V is said to be complete if there exists no
object that is occluded in all of the viewpoints vi. For instance,
from the figure it is clear that the set V = {v0, v1} is complete
for the simple environment given in the example (in fact, for this
simple situation, it is possible to find a single viewpoint from
which all objects are visible).

B. Visual Tasks

The occlusion problem in visualization typically occurs in the
following three visual perception tasks:

• target discovery: finding targets t ∈ O in the environment;
• target access: retrieving graphically encoded information

associated with each target; and
• spatial relation: relating the spatial properties of a target

with other targets and its context.
An example of the target discovery task could be for a fire

brigade captain to find all of the water hydrants in a 3D command
and control visualization of a burning building. An example of
target access might be an engineer retrieving stress measurements
in a volumetric visualization of a tunnel construction. Finally, an
example of spatial relation could be a power company manager
studying the connectivity of the power grid and the relay stations
in a 3D visualization in order to reroute around a malfunctioning
section of the grid.

Other visual tasks that are of relevance beyond the ones
discussed above include object creation, deletion, and modifi-
cation, etc. In this treatment, however, we consider these to be
special cases of discovery and access with regards to inter-object
occlusion, and consisting of the same subtasks as these three basic
visual tasks.
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C. Analysis

It is clear that all visual tasks are severely hampered by the
existence of fully occluded objects. For the purposes of target
discovery, a fully occluded object will be impossible to discover
without the use of some occlusion management strategy, and
identifying whether the object is a target never becomes an issue.
Analogously for target access, the visual search will fail, and
so will the perception of the object’s visual properties. As a
result, both tasks will affect the efficiency and correctness of
users solving tasks using a visualization, but clearly, threats to
object discovery are the most serious: if the user is unaware of
the existence of an object, she will have no motivation to look
for it and access never becomes an issue.

Partial occlusion, on the other hand, has a different effect
on these tasks. For target discovery, users may have difficulties
distinguishing object identity if too large a portion of the object
is occluded. In this situation, the user may either miss the object
entirely, count the same object multiple times, or believe different
objects are part of the same object. Target access, on the other
hand, will succeed in the visual search, although the perception
of the object may still fail due to important parts of it being
occluded.

Spatial relation, necessary for many complex interactions and
visualizations, requires overview of the whole world, and is thus
severely affected by both partially and fully occluded objects.

D. Environment Properties

The geometrical properties of the visualization environment are
of special interest in this framework because they allow us to
characterize the visualization and determine the nature of the
occlusion problems that may arise. These properties can also
be used to decide which occlusion management strategies are
applicable for a specific situation.

In this treatment, we identify three main geometrical properties
of the environment that interact to cause inter-object occlusion
and influence the three basic visual tasks associated with the
environment:

• object interaction: spatial interaction of objects in the envi-
ronment;

• object density: amount of objects in the environment with
regard to its size; and

• object complexity: detail level of individual objects in the
environment.

Obviously, these are high-level properties that only generally
describe an environment without going into detail on its actual
content. Nevertheless, in the following sections we shall see how
these property dimensions can serve as powerful reasoning tools
for describing a 3D environment and selecting a suitable solution
strategy for it.

1) Object Interaction: The object interaction property dimen-
sion describes how the individual objects in the environment
interact spatially with each other, i.e. whether they touch, intersect
or merely reside close to each other. There are five ordinal levels
to this parameter (see Figure 2 for a visual overview):

• none: no spatial interaction between objects (realistically
only applicable for singleton environments);

• proximity: objects are placed in such close proximity (with-
out intersecting) that they occlude each other from some
viewpoint;

• intersection: objects intersect in 3D space (without one fully
containing another) such that they occlude each other;

• enclosement: one or several objects combine to fully enclose
objects (without containing them) such that they are occluded
from any viewpoint external to the enclosing objects; and

• containment: objects are fully contained in other objects such
that they are occluded from any viewpoint.

Examples of these interaction levels exist in all kinds of 3D
visualizations: proximity for nodes in 3D node-link diagrams, in-
tersection for visualization of constructive solid geometry (CSG),
enclosement for furniture inside a virtual house, containment for
3D medical volumetric data, etc.

(a) proximity (b) intersection (c) enclosement (d) containment

Fig. 2. Object interactions that may cause occlusion in 3D environments.

2) Object Density: The object density is a measure of the
number of objects inhabiting the 3D environment; it follows
naturally that the more objects per volume unit we are dealing
with, the greater the chance and impact of occlusion will be. For
singleton environments containing a single object, naturally only
self-occlusion can occur.

3) Object Complexity: The third geometrical property with an
impact on the occlusion characteristics of an environment is the
complexity of the objects in the environment. With complexity,
we refer to the detail level of the 3D objects, i.e. typically the
number of triangles (or other 3D primitives, such as quads, lines,
and points) that make up the object, but we also include attributes
such as color, material, and texture in this parameter. It follows
that the more complex an object is, the more information it can
potentially encode (and vice versa), and the larger the impact
occlusion has on identification and perception of the object.

For simplicity, we can often reduce object complexity by
splitting objects into smaller (preferably convex) subobjects. Note
that this will often result in an increased object interaction and
density index. The same mechanism can be used to handle self-
occlusion, i.e. when an object occludes parts of itself.

IV. DESIGN SPACE

In this treatment of the design space of occlusion management
for visualization, we will only consider interaction techniques and
systems that deal with 3D data and worlds, that aim to visualize
the data in some fashion, and that at least roughly fit our concept
of occlusion management: making information-carrying targets
in 3D environments discoverable, accessible, or relatable despite
visibility constraints.

Given these delimitations, we characterize the design space of
occlusion management techniques using the following primary
dimensions:

• Primary Purpose (PP): Visual task that the technique is
primarily targeting. [discovery, access, relation]

• Disambiguation Strength (DS): Maximum object interac-
tion that the technique can handle. [proximity, intersection,
enclosement, containment]
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• Depth Cues (DC): Strength of depth disambiguation cues
for the technique. [very low, low, medium, high, very high]

• View Paradigm (VP): View method used for the technique,
i.e. the arrangement and layout of the visual substrate.
[single view, double separate views, double integrated views,
multiple separate views, multiple integrated views]

• Interaction Model (IM): Mechanism for target selection as
well as operational model for the technique (in terms of user
interaction). [passive/online, active/online, passive/offline,
active/offline]

• Target Invariances (A/D/G/L): Degree of target invariances
preserved using the technique. [0–4 aspects: appearance,
depth, geometry, location]

• Solution Space (SS): Space utilized by the technique to
achieve its purpose. [time, image, view, object]

These seven dimensions have been designed to be orthogonal,
objective, and capture the full expressivity of the design space of
these techniques. In the following sections, we will describe the
dimensions in greater detail.

A. Primary Purpose

The purpose of an occlusion management technique describes
which particular visual task in the problem space that the tech-
nique is primarily targeting (see Section III for the visual tasks).
In other words, this dimension can assume any of the values
discovery, access, or spatial relation.

More specifically, an interaction technique designed mainly for
discovery focuses on making the user aware of the existence of
partially or completely occluded targets, not necessarily making
retrieval or relation of information from the objects easier.

A technique designed for access, on the other hand, aims not
to make users aware of an occluded object, but to allow the
user to retrieve the information encoded in the object. Note that
supporting access does not necessarily mean that the technique
also supports discovery; in some cases, the user may be required
to know about the existence of an object in order to access it.

Finally, a technique supporting spatial relation is designed to
make not only the object itself but also its surrounding context
visible and understandable to the user. This means that it is not
possible to simply get rid of the neighboring objects—targets and
distractors alike—in the interest of seeing a particular target, since
these may carry important information needed to understand the
scene. Examples of this includes node-link diagrams, where only
a few nodes may be of immediate interest, but the connectivity
for the rest of the graph is important for context.

Note that a technique may have more than one purpose;
this taxonomy dimension captures the primary purpose of the
technique.

• Domain: discovery, access, spatial relation (nominal)
• Characteristic Techniques:

– discovery: image-space dynamic transparency [27], nav-
igation guide avatar [35]

– access: interactive cut-away and break-away views [31],
3D explosion probe [12]

– spatial relation: wayfinder [53], viewpoint selection for
intervention planning [48]

B. Disambiguation Strength

Disambiguation strength refers to the maximum degree of
object interaction that the technique can handle and still fulfill

its primary purpose. In other words, this is a measure of how
complex object interactions the technique can manage using the
terminology from the problem space (see Section III-D.1). Note
that this metric is unrelated to object density, but that very high
object density can confound the situation.

The strength of a technique is an ordinal dimension, and it is
generally perceived better for a technique to be able to handle high
object interaction. On the other hand, strength is related to other
factors of the design space, leading to a trade-off between them.
For example, virtual X-ray techniques (see Section V) typically
support the highest object interaction (containment), yet are not
as scalable as other techniques with more modest strengths.

• Domain: proximity, intersection, enclosement, containment
(ordinal)

• Characteristic Techniques:
– proximity: plan-based scene exploration [40], viewpoint-

quality-driven scene exploration [49]
– intersection: view-projection animation [47], worlds-in-

miniature [54], bird’s eye views [19]
– enclosement: worldlets [55], BalloonProbe [18],

SDM [41]
– containment: importance-driven volume rendering [29],

view-dependent transparency [46], see-through sur-
faces [42]

C. Depth Cues

As we hinted at earlier in this paper, actually relaxing some of
the visual cues humans rely on for spatial perception will most
certainly have a negative impact on the user’s understanding of
his or her surroundings, regardless of any advantages gained from
doing this. The perception of depth, i.e. the actual 3D component
of our vision system, is most vulnerable to this effect, and thus
we define a dimension that captures the degree of depth cues that
a technique provides.

Depth cues is an ordinal dimension with a five-value scale
ranging from very low to very high, signifying the amount of
depth cues retained by the technique; very high would mean that
in principle all depth cues are preserved (as for normal vision),
whereas very low means that practically none are.

There are additional visual cues that help humans perceive their
environment and that play a role in the classification of occlusion
management techniques, some of which we capture in the “target
invariances” dimension below.

• Domain: very low, low, medium, high, very high (ordinal)
• Characteristic Techniques:

– very low: artistic multiprojection [16]
– low: ghosting (IBIS) [23]
– medium: visual access distortion [51] blueprints [20]
– high: 3D-zoom [15], magic mirror [34]
– very high: StyleCam [43], standard 3D navigation [57]

D. View Paradigm

Different occlusion management techniques utilize the view
and the view space in different ways; this dimension captures the
paradigm employed for managing the visual substrate. Typically,
interaction techniques are either based on a single view, double
views, or a large number of views (multiple); similarly, for the
case when there are additional views beyond the main one, they
may either be separate windows in an overview+detail approach,
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Technique PP DS DC VP IM A/D/G/L SS
3D cutting planes [11] access contain med single act/on N/N/Y/Y object
3D explosion probe [12] access enclose med single act/on Y/Y/Y/N object
3D view management [13] access contain med single pass/on Y/Y/Y/Y view
3D virtual X-ray magic lenses [14] access contain low single act/on N/N/Y/Y object
3D-zoom [15] access intersect high single act/on Y/Y/N/Y object
artistic multiprojection [16] access intersect v. low mult/int pass/off Y/Y/N/N view
automatic tour generation [17] relation intersect v. high single act/off Y/Y/Y/Y time
BalloonProbe [18] access enclose med single act/on Y/Y/Y/N object
bird’s eye views [19] discovery intersect v. high double act/on Y/Y/Y/Y view
blueprints [20] access contain low single pass/on N/N/Y/Y image
consistent 3D labels [21] access contain v. low single pass/on Y/Y/Y/Y image
CubicalPath [22] access intersect v. high single act/off Y/Y/Y/Y time
cutaways (IBIS) [23] access contain v. low single pass/on Y/N/Y/Y image
deformation-based volume explosion [24] access contain low single pass/on Y/Y/N/N object
general transfer-function lenses [25] access contain med single act/on N/Y/N/Y object
ghosting (IBIS) [23] access contain low single pass/on N/N/Y/Y image
illustrative shadows [26] access contain v. low single pass/on Y/N/Y/N image
image-space dynamic transparency [27] discovery contain med single pass/on N/N/Y/Y image
importance-driven focus of attention [28] access contain low single pass/on N/N/Y/Y object
importance-driven volume rendering [29] access contain med single pass/on N/N/Y/Y object
intelligent multi-shot visualization [30] access intersect v. high multiple pass/on Y/Y/Y/Y time
interactive break-away views [31] access contain v. low single pass/on N/N/Y/Y image
interactive cut-away views [31] access contain v. low single pass/on N/N/Y/Y image
interactive figure captions [32] access contain v. low single pass/on Y/Y/Y/Y image
looking glass [33] access contain low single act/on N/N/Y/Y image
magic mirror [34] access intersect high double/int act/on Y/Y/N/Y view
multiple inset views (IBIS) [23] access intersect v. high multiple pass/on Y/Y/Y/Y view
navigation guide avatar [35] discovery intersect v. high single act/off Y/Y/Y/Y time
object removal (IBIS) [23] access contain v. low single pass/on Y/N/Y/Y object
occlusion-free route animation [36] access intersect med single pass/on Y/N/N/N object
orthotumble [37] access intersect low double/int act/on Y/Y/N/N view
path-planning navigation [38] discovery intersect v. high single act/off Y/Y/Y/Y time
perspective cutouts [39] access enclose v. low single act/on Y/N/Y/Y image
plan-based scene exploration [40] discovery proximity v. high single pass/on Y/Y/Y/Y time
SDM [41] access enclose med single act/on Y/Y/N/N object
see-through surfaces [42] discovery contain med single act/on Y/N/Y/Y object
StyleCam [43] access intersect v. high single act/off Y/Y/Y/Y time
task-level camera control [44] discovery intersect single v. high pass/on Y/Y/Y/Y time
temporal non-linear projections [45] access intersect low single act/on Y/Y/N/N view
view-dependent transparency [46] access contain low single pass/on N/N/Y/Y image
view-projection animation [47] discovery intersect low double/int act/on Y/Y/N/N view
viewpoint selection [48] relation intersect v. high single pass/on Y/Y/Y/Y time
viewpoint-quality-driven exploration [49] discovery proximity v. high single pass/off Y/Y/Y/Y time
virtual multiprojection cameras [50] access intersect v. low mult/int pass/off Y/Y/N/N view
visual access distortion [51] access contain med single act/on Y/N/N/Y object
volumetric rendering transfer functions [52] access contain med single pass/on N/N/Y/Y object
wayfinder [53] relation intersect v. high single pass/off Y/Y/Y/Y time
world-in-miniature [54] discovery intersect v. high double/int act/on Y/Y/Y/Y view
worldlets [55] discovery enclose v. high multiple act/off Y/Y/Y/Y view
X-ray tunnel [56] discovery contain low double act/on N/N/Y/Y image

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF THE 50 TECHNIQUES INTO THE TAXONOMY (ALPHABETICAL ORDER).

or integrated in the same image in a focus+context [58] way. The
view paradigm dimension is used to classify techniques according
to a combination of these two metrics.

The degree of integration can sometimes be tricky to assess—

for example, in the case of the worlds-in-miniature (WIM) [54]
technique, there is a very obvious second view, i.e. a miniature
version of the world, yet since it is a first-class object in the
environment, we classify it as being integrated. For bird’s eye
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worldlets [55]
world−in−miniature [54]
bird’s eye views [19]
multiple inset views (IBIS) [23]
intelligent multi−shot visualization [30]
automatic tour generation [17]
wayfinder [53]
viewpoint selection [48]
plan−based scene exploration [40]
CubicalPath [22]
StyleCam [43]
viewpoint−quality−driven exploration [49]
task−level camera control [44]
navigation guide avatar [35]
path−planning navigation [38]
see−through surfaces [42]
image−space dynamic transparency [27]

3D cutting planes [11]
3D virtual X−ray magic lenses [14]

looking glass [33]
ghosting (IBIS) [23]
blueprints [20]
view−dependent transparency [46]
interactive cut−away views [31]
interactive break−away views [31]
illustrative shadows [26]
3D view management [13]
consistent 3D labels [21]
interactive figure captions [32]
object removal (IBIS) [23]
perspective cutouts [39]
cutaways (IBIS) [23]
view−projection animation [47]
orthotumble [37]
temporal non−linear projections [45]
artistic multiprojection [16]
virtual multiprojection cameras [50]
BalloonProbe [18]
3D explosion probe [12]

visual access distortion [51]
occlusion−free route animation [36]

3D−zoom [15]
magic mirror [34]

X−ray tunnel [56]

general transfer−function lenses [25]

SDM [41]

importance−driven volume rendering [29]
importance−driven focus of attention [28]

multiple views

tour planners

virtual X−ray

projection distorters

volumetric probes

deformation−based volume explosion [24]

volumetric rendering transfer functions[52]

Fig. 3. Dendrogram showing the hierarchical clustering of the 50 techniques classified into the taxonomy. The five design patterns are drawn as solid lines
whereas the higher-level hierarchy is shown using dashed lines.

views [19], on the other hand, the secondary view is in a separate
window, and is thus classified as having double separate views.
This factor is also the reason why separating the number of
views from their integration is difficult. In the case of Singh’s
multiprojection techniques [50], the single view actually consists
of multiple different cameras, non-linearly combined into one.

• Domain: single view, double separate views, double inte-
grated, multiple separate, multiple integrated (nominal)

• Characteristic Techniques:
– single view: 3D view management [13], 3D cutting

planes [11]
– double separate views: bird’s eye views [19]
– double integrated views: magic mirror [34], view-

projection animation [47]
– multiple separate views: intelligent multi-shot visualiza-

tion [30], multiple inset views (IBIS) [23]
– multiple integrated views: virtual multiprojection cam-

eras [50]

E. Interaction Model
We are also interested in capturing the interaction model

employed by each technique. This dimension is a cross of both

interactivity and the operation model of technique, i.e. whether
the technique allows for an active or passive interaction mode
when discovering targets, as well as whether it operates in an
online or offline fashion when changing the target selection.

Active and online techniques require direct manipulation by
the user to select targets [39], dynamically animate the viewing
transform [37], or move a magic mirror to show a second view
of the scene [34]. No offline recomputation is needed as users
perform these operations.

Active and offline techniques, on the other hand, allow for
some direct manipulation control (such as of the viewpoint), but
changing the target selection requires an offline recomputation.
Automatic tour generation [17], for example, lets users partially
control their movement in the 3D environment but requires a
precomputation step for building the grand tour based on the
targets to visit.

Passive and online techniques require no explicit input from
the user to expose hidden targets. Examples include image-space
dynamic transparency [27] and ghosting [23], where in both cases
targets are exposed using transparency whenever they are hidden
from the view of the user without the user having to do anything.
Changing the target selection is possible, and does not require
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Fig. 4. Classification of 50 different occlusion management techniques using the taxonomy (points have been jittered to show distribution).

offline recomputation.
Finally, passive and offline techniques allow no direct ma-

nipulation control, and changing the target selection triggers a
non-interactive recomputation step. By way of example, artistic
multiprojection [16] lets the user compose views of several dif-
ferent viewpoints into a single image in an special phase, but the
output image allows for no direct interaction (essentially because
artistic multiprojection is not primarily an occlusion management
technique, but rather for artistic composition of images).

One drawback of passive modes is that a technique employing
such an interaction model typically must have prior semantic
knowledge about the targets the user considers important. One
example is the importance-driven volume rendering technique by
Viola et al. [29], where each individual target in the volumetric
dataset has an associated importance value. Active mode, on the
other hand, puts these decisions in the hands of the user, providing
for more flexible interaction. However, active control requires the
user to manually discover hidden targets, which may cause them
to miss important information.

• Domain: passive/online, active/online, passive/offline, ac-
tive/offline (nominal)

• Characteristic Techniques:
– passive/online: image-space dynamic transparency [27],

object removal (IBIS) [23]
– active/online: 3D virtual X-ray magic lens [14], general

transfer-function volumetric lenses [25]
– passive/offline: viewpoint-quality-driven scene explo-

ration [49], wayfinder [53]
– active/offline: navigation guide avatar [35], Cubical-

Path [22]

F. Target Invariances

The sixth primary dimension of our taxonomy describes the
number of invariances preserved by the technique. A complement

to the depth cues parameter above, target invariances describes
how many of the following properties of the targets (not neces-
sarily distractors) in the environment are retained:

• Appearance (A): Color, texture and material of the target.
• Depth (D): Depth information for the target (related to the

depth cues dimension).
• Geometry (G): Shape and size of the target.
• Location (L): Position and orientation of the target.

All of the above properties are all more or less important for
visualization applications in 3D environments. For instance, in a
simple 3D scatterplot, the location of each data point is vital for
the data to be interpreted correctly, so an occlusion management
technique designed for use with such data should definitely
preserve this property. In a color-coded 3D tree-representation
of a file system, it might make sense to displace location (as long
as connectivity information is retained) but the appearance should
not be altered.

The higher number of invariances a technique retains, the better
it is, and so this is an ordinal dimension. However, as discussed in
the introduction, our normal visual cues are often at an odds with
understanding various properties of an environment (e.g. seeing
all the targets despite occlusion), and thus this is an example
of a classical trade-off decision specific to each technique. Often,
designers can gain certain attractive properties by relaxing others,
all depending on the particular application area of the technique.

• Domain: 0-4: appearance, depth, geometry, location (ordi-
nal)

• Characteristic Techniques:
– appearance: preserve: BalloonProbe [18]; discard: vol-

umetric rendering transfer functions [52]
– depth: preserve: interactive figure captions [32]; discard:

X-ray tunnel [56]
– geometry: preserve: importance-driven focus of atten-

tion [28]; discard: non-linear projection [16], [45]
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– location: preserve: interactive cut-away and break-away
views [31]; discard: 3D explosion probe [12]

G. Solution Space

The solution space of an occlusion management technique
captures which mechanism the technique utilizes for achieving its
purpose. In essence, this is the canvas used for solving the occlu-
sion problem. While some techniques may involve combinations
of different solution spaces, we are interested in the primary space
for purposes of classification.

Some techniques manage occlusion by sequentially showing
different parts or views of a scene in an animation or interactive
exploration—these techniques make use of temporal space as
the solution space. Some perform image-based composition or
special effects—they employ the image space. Some manipulate
the viewing transform or other properties of the virtual camera to
make as many targets as possible visible to the user—the view
space. Finally, still some techniques manipulate the 3D world
itself, changing the geometry, positions, and even appearances of
3D objects to optimize viewing and visibility—they operate in
the object space.

• Domain: temporal space, image space, view space, object
space (nominal)

• Characteristic Techniques:
– temporal space: path-planning navigation [38], task-

level camera control [44]
– image space: image-space dynamic transparency [27],

blueprints [20]
– view space: orthotumble [37], virtual multiprojection

cameras [50]
– object space: visual access distortion [51], SDM [41]

V. DESIGN PATTERNS

We have classified the 50 techniques involved in our survey
using our taxonomy; see Table I. We then study this body
of classifications to see patterns and trends, using hierarchical
clustering (normalizing the data column-by-column and clustering
using average linkage, see Figure 3 for a dendrogram). This
analysis yields five distinct and orthogonal archetypes of design,
or design patterns [59], i.e. a generic and reusable solution to a
commonly occurring problem within a specific context. The result
can be summarized in the parallel coordinate plot in Figure 4.
The five patterns we have identified we call Multiple Viewports,
Virtual X-Ray, Tour Planner, Volumetric Probe, and Projection
Distorter. We will describe these in the following sections.

According to pattern lore, a design pattern has four essential
elements: a name, a problem (occlusion management, the same
for all patterns), a solution, and the consequences of using the
pattern. We use these elements in our discussion of each pattern.
We also show the distribution of techniques implementing the
pattern on the design space and give an example picture of an
instance of the pattern.

A. Multiple Viewports

The Multiple Viewports pattern (red in Figure 4) is char-
acterized by a view paradigm based on two or more separate
views, resulting in an overview+detail kind of layout. Instances
of this pattern also tend to preserve most, if not all, invariances—
the trick lies in the placement of the additional cameras, not

manipulating the image seen from them. It is most effective
for 3D environments that lend themselves to overviews, such as
landscapes and structured buildings. Furthermore, the interaction
model tends to be active; no existing technique performs the
automatic placement of cameras that would be necessary for
passive interaction.

The pattern is widely used in 3D CAD applications to si-
multaneously show an object under construction from several
directions. Figure 5 shows an example of the Multiple Viewports
pattern in action for Blender3D, a standard 3D modeling applica-
tion. See Baldonado et al. [60] for design principles of multiple
view visualizations. Figure 6 shows the distribution of multiple
viewport classifications in the taxonomy.

Fig. 5. Multiple viewports in the Blender3D (http://www.blender.org/ ) open
source modeling program showing different views of the same 3D object.
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Fig. 6. Classification distribution of multiple viewports techniques.

1) Solution: Manage discovery and access of targets by pro-
viding several alternate (often separate) viewports of the 3D
environment. Typically, one viewport is designated as the main
viewport, with the other viewports as secondary and generally
smaller. Accordingly, the main viewport is often used for detail
or first-person views, whereas the alternate views give either static
or dynamic overviews of the environment (such as an overhead
map).

2) Consequences: The use of the Multiple Viewports pattern
trades screen estate and user attention for increased discovery
and access; the user will have a smaller main visualization
window than otherwise, and may have to split his or her attention
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across all of the viewports. Furthermore, in some situations, it
is not clear what constitutes an overview, and thus introducing
additional viewports may have diminishing returns. However, this
is a very powerful approach for certain types of environments
(such as environments that are essentially 2D in nature and lends
themselves to overhead maps).

3) Examples: Worlds-in-miniature [54], worldlets [55], bird’s
eye views [19].

B. Virtual X-Ray

The Virtual X-Ray pattern (blue in Figure 4) is (mostly)
based on an image-space approach where occlusion can be
easily detected and sometimes even delegated to programmable
fragment shaders. While we only concern ourselves with 3D in
our treatment, this pattern is also used in dynamic transparency
techniques for 2D windowing systems, such as the free-space
transparency [61] and multiblending [62] techniques. Typically,
example techniques have very high disambiguation strength.
Furthermore, there is a clear division between two types of
Virtual X-Ray techniques; active ones, where the user controls a
“searchlight” on the 2D view, and passive ones, where semantic
information allows the system to automatically uncover targets.

Figure 7 depicts the Virtual X-Ray pattern in the guise of
image-space dynamic transparency [27] showing the engine of
a jeep through a semi-transparent and interactive breakaway
in its hood. Figure 8 shows the distribution of virtual X-ray
classifications in the taxonomy.

Fig. 7. Image-space dynamic transparency [27], a Virtual X-Ray technique,
uncovering the engine inside a jeep.
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Fig. 8. Classification distribution of virtual X-Ray techniques.

1) Solution: Make targets visible through intervening distrac-
tors by turning occluding surfaces invisible or semi-transparent.
The method for distractor removal is characteristic: some tech-
niques are view-dependent whereas others are static; some elim-
inate distractors (or parts of distractors), others merely make dis-
tractors semi-transparent. Active interaction facilitates exploration
whereas passive interaction requires target information but yields
a potentially higher correctness.

2) Consequences: The Virtual X-Ray pattern makes discovery
trivial and facilitates access by selectively removing distractors
occluding the targets. However, this is a direct weakening of
occlusion depth cues, causing a decrease in depth perception
and making spatial relation more difficult. The use of semi-
transparency also results in high visual complexity and imposes a
high cognitive load on the user. Finally, Virtual X-Ray can make
visibility computations for rendering optimization useless.

3) Examples: Perspective cutouts (active) [39], X-ray tun-
nel [56], image-space dynamic transparency (passive) [27], IBIS
cutaways (passive) [23].

C. Tour Planner

The family of Tour Planner techniques (green in Figure 4)
is characterized by a hybrid interaction model consisting of an
offline and an online phase where paths first are defined or
computed and then interactively shown in the environment itself.
Typically no distortion is imposed on the view (a temporal canvas
is used), so all invariances are usually retained.

Figure 9 shows the offline phase of automatic tour genera-
tion [17], an instance of the Tour Planner pattern, and Figure 10
shows the distribution of tour planner classifications in the tax-
onomy.

Fig. 9. Offline voxelization process for automatic tour generation [17], a
Tour Planner technique, computing a grand tour that visits all landmarks in a
given 3D environment.
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1) Solution: Present all targets in an environment by construct-
ing a complete (i.e. all targets are visible in at least one point)
path (or a number of paths) through it. It should also conform
to a number of additional constraints (such as short or optimal
length, closed, uniform visual complexity, etc). Often realized
in an offline precomputation or specification step (automatic or
interactively built) followed by an interactive exploration phase
where the user is guided by the computed path.

2) Consequences: The Tour Planner pattern is non-invasive
and thus will not modify the environment itself and will typically
retain all invariances. This however means that the pattern’s
disambiguation strength is generally low. The path computation
step can sometimes be costly in terms of computation time, and
intractable to dynamically changing situations. In case the paths
are interactively built by a human designer, there may be no
completeness guarantee.

3) Examples: Wayfinder [53], StyleCam [43], viewpoint selec-
tion for intervention planning [48].

D. Volumetric Probe

Volumetric Probes (golden in Figure 4) manage occlusion in
the object space through active user interaction in a direct ma-
nipulation approach. The probe itself is volumetric and is thus a
first-class object in the environment. Typically, techniques operate
by performing some kind of transformation on the contents of
the probe and affecting some of its invariances. For instance, an
“interactive explosion” metaphor can be adopted, meaning that
target location is not retained.

Figure 13 depicts a Volumetric Probe in the shape of a
spherical BalloonProbe [18] being used to separate objects in two
different kinds of environments. Figure 11 shows the distribution
of volumetric probe classifications in the taxonomy.
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Fig. 11. Classification distribution of probe techniques.

1) Solution: Provide a user-controlled distortion probe that
locally transforms objects to manage occlusion. The approach is
based either on (i) removing distractors or (ii) separating targets;
in the former case, we want to eliminate objects that get in
the way, whereas in the latter, we instead want to disambiguate
between several targets that share the same space. The actual
transformation used depends on the technique and can range from
changes to appearance, geometry, and position. The interaction is
active and under direct user control in the object space.

2) Consequences: Using a Volumetric Probe can help dis-
ambiguate even very difficult situations, but the very nature of
the pattern means that many invariances are not preserved. The
pattern is best suited for discovery or access. The local influence
model means that there may be a problem of reach in a virtual
environment.

3) Examples: 3D explosion probe [12], deformation-based
volume explosion [24], 3D magic lenses [14].

E. Projection Distorter

This pattern (black in Figure 4) is signified by a view-space
approach presented using two or more integrated views. Since
non-linear projections are typically employed to pack as many
of the targets as possible into a single view, few invariances are
retained. Thus, this pattern is often best used for discovery, rarely
for access, and almost never for relation.

Figure 14 shows parallel and perspective views of the same 3D
scene. View-projection animation [47], an instance of the Projec-
tion Distorter pattern, provides an interactive animation between
these two views to help users discover occluded targets. Figure 12
shows the distribution of projection distorter classifications in the
taxonomy.
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1) Solution: Integrate several different views of targets into a
single view in order to maximize discovery. The solution is then
often reminiscent of a focus+context technique with one focus per
view. Individual view selection is often actively controlled by the
user in an online or offline manner. In one case, a hybrid approach
is employed where target semantic information is extracted from
previous user explorations using data mining techniques and then
used to inform the technique [45].

2) Consequences: The use of the Projection Distorter pattern
affects only the view projection code of an application and is thus
relatively easy to integrate into existing code. On the other hand,
the resulting visual displays can often become disconcerting and
disorienting to the user. Few object properties are retained.

3) Examples: Artistic multiprojection [16], view-projection
animation [47], orthotumble [37].

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the design of the taxonomy, our
criteria for selecting and classifying techniques into the taxonomy,
and some of its limitations. We also study the current state of the
art in order to identify possible future research directions.

A. Taxonomy Design

The taxonomy presented in this paper has been designed to
be orthogonal and objective, with no dimension being reducible
to another and having a minimum of coupling to the other
dimensions. In our dimension selection process, we strived to find
a minimal set of characteristic dimensions through discussions
among ourselves and with external researchers, studies of the
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Fig. 13. Spherical BalloonProbes [18], a Volumetric Probe technique, separating objects in abstract and building walkthrough environments.

Fig. 14. Perspective and parallel views of the same scene for view-projection animation [47], a Projection Distorter technique.

literature, as well as through analysis. In particular, the Solution
Space dimension was added after the conference version of this
paper because clustering showed that this dimension seemed to
separate the patterns in the original classification. Furthermore,
the Interaction Model dimension was substantially revised fol-
lowing feedback from the research community.

Regardless, it is always possible to debate the inclusion or
exclusion of specific property dimensions to a taxonomy. We
believe this to be a valid one, and the successful classification
of 50 different techniques using it confirms this claim.

Nevertheless, property dimensions that were excluded for var-
ious reasons include scalability (the amount of object density the
technique can handle), influence level (i.e. whether the interaction
technique operates on a local, regional, or global level), and di-
mensionality (2D, 2.5D, 3D, etc). Scalability has been pinpointed
by some people to be a particularly useful property that would
surely help designers in choosing an appropriate technique given
a specific problem. The problem here was the lack of a neutral
benchmark for such an objective metric such as scalability, not to
mention that we did not have access to actual implementations of
each technique, and in the end this caused us to omit it from the
taxonomy. This lack of implementations is also what prevented

us from measuring performance metrics for the techniques.

B. Technique Selection and Delimitations

Some 200 scientific papers were perused while performing the
classification process, and out of these techniques, we selected
only 50 to classify into the taxonomy presented in this paper. The
selection was guided by the delimitations stated in Section IV of
this paper; we included only techniques that had the following
properties:

• deals with 3D data;
• has an interactive component;
• aims at visualization of data (at least in some sense); and
• is concerned with making information-carrying targets dis-

coverable, accessible, and/or relatable despite 3D visibility
constraints.

While we believe that our selection reflects these properties,
there may be instances that can be argued to be excluded or
included in the classification. For the former case, we attempted
to include some techniques that were not strictly concerned with
occlusion management with the purpose of making the classifica-
tion a little broader and open to non-traditional approaches. For
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the latter, no taxonomy or classification is ever complete, and we
encourage others to follow up on our work and help us fill in the
missing data.

In particular, a number of 3D navigation techniques were
indeed included in the classification in this paper. These were
selected due to them being on the borderline of what constitutes an
occlusion management technique, or representative for a specific
class of techniques. Many other 3D navigation techniques in the
literature were excluded from this classification; the line had to
be drawn somewhere.

C. Limitations of the Taxonomy

In line with the statement expressed above, that being that no
taxonomy is ever complete, there may also be structural problems
with the taxonomy that could be modified. In particular, the
taxonomy is not able to capture some aspects of an occlusion
management technique, such as the means of selecting views for a
multiple viewports technique, or whether a tour planner technique
makes use of automatic or user-built paths. Furthermore, looking
at the dendrogram in Figure 3 or the classification in Table I, we
can see that a few techniques are classified exactly the same, when
they certainly are different in at least some aspects. Addressing
these points should be one focus of future improvements to the
taxonomy.

The clustering of techniques is mechanical, but stems directly
from their individual classification. It is certainly possible to find
problems or oddities that may need future attention. For instance,
the virtual X-ray pattern currently includes at least three labeling
techniques (3D view management [13], consistent 3D labels [21],
and interactive figure captions [32]) that do not really fit under this
pattern. Other singularities include the camera-control techniques
in the tour planner and multiple views patterns (StyleCam [43]
and intelligent multi-shot visualization [30]). While it may be
argued that these problems stem from wrong classification or
should be excluded entirely, they may also be indications of
limited expressivity of the taxonomy in some aspects.

D. Future Research Directions

Besides identifying existing design archetypes in the literature,
we can also extract possible future research opportunities from
our taxonomy by studying the as-of-yet unexplored parts of the
design space. As can be seen from Figure 15, most of the design
space has been covered by the existing techniques. However, the
question is if we can find combinations of properties that would
be particularly fruitful for future research.

One such combination would be techniques that make users
aware of occluded content without compromising visual quality
and imposing a high cognitive load on the user. Retaining a high
degree of depth cues is important for complex visual tasks such
as spatial relation. Another interesting area to explore is hybrid-
interaction methods where the user’s own actions are used to
inform the target selection. This approach may help solve the
trade-off between the precision that a passive interaction model
provides as opposed to the more general nature of active user
interaction.

Combinations of patterns could be profitable ways of utilizing
the strong points of two different methods while at the same time
making up for the weak ones. For example, a multiple-viewport
technique could be augmented with virtual X-Ray support in one

or several of the views. A tour planner could be paired with a
volumetric probe to help disambiguate in difficult situations of
locally high target congestion.

The field is also open for using this taxonomy to introduce
variations to already established and well-researched design pat-
terns. In particular, the multiple viewports design pattern is well-
known and extensively used in 3D visualization. Looking at its
distribution (Figure 6), we can see that there is a fairly well-
defined notion of a multiple viewports technique is. However,
perhaps there may be ways of improving their disambiguation
strength by clever (automatic or user-guided) selection of which
viewports to include.

There is one additional point to consider: General 3D naviga-
tion has been shown to be a task with a very high cognitive load;
for every traveled world unit, the user runs the risk of becoming
disoriented, totally lost, or even nauseous. For the longer term,
it can be noted that the ultimate goal of occlusion management
techniques should be to help minimize the need for 3D navigation
in general. Perhaps the class of interaction techniques described
in this paper can help short-circuit excessive navigation in the
first place.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Occlusion management for visualization is a subset of 3D inter-
action techniques concerned with improving human perception for
specialized visual tasks through manipulation of visual cues such
as occlusion, size, and shape. In this paper, we have presented five
archetypical design patterns for occlusion management based on
a classification of existing interaction techniques. The patterns in-
clude multiple viewports, virtual X-ray, tour planners, volumetric
probes, and projection distorters. The underlying taxonomy used
for this classification is based on seven characteristic properties of
occlusion management techniques. Analysis of this taxonomy also
yields additional missing patterns, such as primarily techniques
for target awareness and hybrid-interaction approaches with an
emphasis on retaining a high degree of depth cues and supporting
spatial relation.
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